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September 2020
Welcome to September’s Unity newsletter.
This month’s contents are listed below. Thank-you all for your
submissions.
Closing date for submissions for the October issue is
Sunday 13th September, Thanks!
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“If you could kick the person in the pants responsible for most of
your trouble, you wouldn’t sit for a month.”
Theodore Roosevelt
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A message from Sue
Still not a lot of clarity
Dear All
When Lee was asking for material for this issue of “Unity”, he began his
email with the assertion “SUMMER IS OVER” and the reminder that that
meant that the September issue of Unity was imminent. I exclaimed,
through the pouring rain, and autumn leaves which seem to have
come early this year due to the hot sun, “Lee … it isn’t, it had better not
be”” …but I guess we do have to accept that the year is marching on.
At Ealing Green we held a Zoom Church Council on August 6th and
made the decision that we would reopen for worship in September.
We are hoping to reopen on 13th September at 11 AM, and I will be
with you at 11 AM each Sunday in September. I am afraid that there IS
still some uncertainty about this due to my family situation. My Father is
currently in hospital. He has had two major operations, the second
resulting in the necessity for his right leg to be amputated above the
knee. As you can imagine this is a major change for both him and my
mother to come to terms with, and my mother has asked if I will go to
them and assist for a week or two when he comes out of hospital. All
being well, his recovery will play ball with our church plans . . . but if not
we will have to delay them by a week. I WILL LET YOU KNOW AS SOON
AS I DO, and would please ask that Pastoral Visitors make the
information known to those not on email.
Once we do return church will be very different for a while. It will be
really important that you listen to the people on the door who will tell
you how things are working in that “New Normal”. You will need to
wear a face mask, and although there is hand sanitiser at the church,
I would encourage you to bring your own. A steward will show you
where to sit and chairs will be set out to adhere to the 2M social
distancing guidance. You may sit with your family, or with a social
bubble you are in, but must socially distance from others. We will also
be asking you to let us know ahead of time that you are coming so
that we can set the church out to accommodate you. Whilst we will
try to accommodate you if you don’t do this, there is a chance that
the church will be full and you will be turned away because we
cannot fit anybody else in safely. I will contact you with clear
information about this when I have it.
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Worship will be different, and shorter …. We will not be able to sing …
but I will spend time thinking more of what we can do than what we
cannot do I promise! We are planning to have our Harvest Service on
27th September. We will be collecting items for the Foodbank at this
service, and a list of what they most require at present is elsewhere in
this issue of Unity. [see page 9]
Inevitably some of you will not feel ready to return in September, whilst
others are already raring to go. For those of you who would rather
continue to worship from home, we will still be providing video services,
and written orders of service for those without internet.
Coming out of lockdown looks to be even more complicated than
going into it … BUT WE ARE GETTING THERE.
I will be in touch with you with more information soon. [see also pages
10 -16.]
With Love and Blessings

Sue

Appeal from the Finance Committee
Although we are unable to meet regularly in our church premises, we
still have financial commitments and need to pay bills.
“All Lettings have been cancelled so our only regular income is from
those who already pay their offering direct to the bank.”
Please can we encourage members to arrange for their weekly
offering to be paid direct to our Bank. This can be effected online or
direct with your bank. To save numerous entries on our statements,
please will you arrange to pay monthly if possible. If you are able to
help in this way, please contact Colin or Sarah who will provide bank
details.
Many thanks for your help and God Bless.”
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Colin

News of the Church Family
About a month ago, Sue Male’s Dad had 2 major emergency
operations in 2 days. He is still recovering in hospital, in Somerset.
Phil’s father has also been very unwell but is now improving with
medication.
We continue to support Sue, Phil and their family with our prayers at this
stressful, worrying time.
John Collingbourne had a fall recently, which resulted in him being
taken to A & E for a brain scan. We give thanks that there was no
brain damage. John is now feeling fine and sends thanks for the
prayers and support of his friends.
Ron Honor has recovered from his fall and is able to go out for daily
walks, which is good news!
Jean Rose continues to have a great deal of hip and back pain which
severely affects her mobility. However, Jean is receiving help from a
physiotherapist and with lots of encouragement, is feeling slightly
better. Jean remains grateful for all the prayers and messages of
support.
Myrna Dannie has been feeling unwell for much of the last few months
and has had Hospital investigations. We pray that she will soon feel
better.
Peggy Allaway has been in hospital several times in the last few
months. She is now requiring more assistance, so has been moved into
Sycamore Lodge, in Acton, where she has settled in happily. Like most
Care Homes, visitors are not allowed. There is a possibility that Peggy
may later move to a Care Home in Leeds, to be near her niece.
We pray for all Children and their Teachers returning to school in these
strange times.
We pray for those mentioned above and for all who carry the burden
of illness and for their families and friends.
Congratulations to:Elspeth Singleton who achieved great results in her A level exams,
which enable her to read International History and Politics at Leeds
University. We will miss you Elspeth but hope you will settle in quickly
and happily;
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Ben & Melissa were married on 24th July and had a wonderful day.
There are some photos of the happy couple which prove that!
Linda Field is a grandmother again, following the arrival of a baby girl,
Rosie, a month ago.
……………………………………… Gill Hatherall

Harvest Festival
We plan to celebrate Harvest on Sunday 27th September, at 11.00am.
However, if Sue’s father comes out of hospital around that time, Sue
will be going to Somerset to help her parents. We will therefore need
to be flexible and be prepared to change Harvest to another day!
This year we are asking only for donations to the Food Bank, no fresh
fruit and vegetables. Please see list on Page 9 in this issue.
Gill Hatherall

A Sort of Appeal
If any of you out there have an old (but working as far as you know)
cassette player I would love to hear from you. I have been asked to
digitise a number of cassettes that have ‘sentimental’ value and,
inconveniently, my cassette player died recently. It could be for a
loan or it might be you looking for a new home for something that has
sat on a shelf for the last ‘n’ years. And if you want me to digitise
something I would be happy to do so – once I have sorted out exactly
what the software needs!
Please contact me through the newsletter –
unitymagazine@hotmail.com
Thanks
Lee
“Older people shouldn’t eat health food, they need all the
preservatives they can get.”
Robert Orben
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Unity
Right, as I said in my appeal to those I appeal to regularly for
something for this newsletter, ‘Winter drawers on’. Summer is supposed
to be winding down now, so we would, normally, be looking back at
the summer holidays we may just have returned from, August Bank
Holiday being the ‘end’ of summer, and preparing ourselves for the
shortening days and lengthening nights to come.
However in the ‘new normal’ it’s all a bit different. Most of us haven’t
had much in the way of holidays this year. I won’t bore you with ours,
but it was a spur of the moment decision and turned out to be
anything but a relaxing week away from home. Now that we are
back and have recuperated it is more a question of sorting out where
we are rather than planning for the Autumn. We seem to have been
in a sort of limbo over the last few months. From April it has been a
litany of government edicts and changing opinions/fashions, not least
the need to mask up to go inside almost any establishment – actually
make that ANY establishment. And wouldn’t it be nice if people did?
In this month’s issue there is an extended letter from Sue. Most of you
will have read it, but I have included it to give any of you who haven’t
seen it the full background to starting services again. It will be lovely to
see you all – even from a social distance.
Apart from everything else, we still help support the clinic in Chinhoyi,
Zimbabwe. I don’t know if you have heard the news recently, but
things have deteriorated to the extent that the local British
Ambassador, Melanie Robinson, recently condemned the
Zimbabwean government’s corruption and financial mismanagement
for the fact that almost half of that benighted country’s population
now finds it hard to find or afford enough food – in 2020! I hope that
this will lead to other countries making their displeasure and forcing the
Zimbabwean government to change. I know others are praying, but in
the meantime I have included an edited version of the annual report
from the clinic with thanks to all of you who have given, most
generously, to their continued work.
God bless you
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Letters and emails
None this month.

Harvest Service List suggestions
From the Ealing FoodBank:
I have listed below the items that we are constantly running out of and
can always use:











Tinned Fruit and Vegetables
Savoury Crackers & Biscuits
Ketchup & Mayonnaise
Jam & Honey
Peanut Butter
Long Life Juice & Squash (1Litre)
Ready Made Custard (tins or cartons)
Vegetable Soup - tins
Nappies sizes 4, 5 and 6
Shaving Foam & Razors

Thank you very much for your support.
Best wishes
Hilary Padmore
Warehouse Coordinator
Ealing Foodbank

“That’s the funny thing about life. We’re rarely aware of the
bullets we dodge. The just-misses. The almost-neverhappeneds. We spend so much time worrying about how
the future is going to play out and not nearly enough time
admiring the precious perfection of the present.”–
Lauren Miller
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A(nother) letter from Sue
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“Always carry a flagon of whiskey in case of snakebite and
furthermore always carry a small snake.”–
W. C. Fields
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“A successful man is one who makes more money than his
wife can spend. A successful woman is one who can find
such a man.”–
Lana Turner
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Presbyterian Church Clinic
Report for July 2020
Introduction
Presbyterian Church Clinic is a faith based clinic located in the low
density suburbs of Chinhoyi. The clinic’s catchment area is surrounded
by commercial farms. A significant number of clients come from high
density suburbs probably due to low cost on consultation fees and
treatment more so the waiting period is less compared to municipal
clinics due to congestion. The clinic has borehole water and electricity
for energy.
Demographic Data









Total population
+/-9000
6-11 months
101
Under 1 year
201
2-59 months
809
5-14 years
1703
15 years
1729
WOCBA
3917
EXP PREGNANCIES/1000
206

Staff Establishment






2 Registered Nurses
2 Nurse Aids
1 Clerk
1 General hand
1 visiting doctor weekly

Top 5 conditions in under 5 year olds
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All Other Diseases
M 90
Acute Respiratory Conditions
19
Diarrhoea
4
Skin Diseases
2
Eye Conditions
2
17

F 85
18
9
3
3

Comment
Respiratory conditions
were very low compared
to the same period last
year which had a total of
102. The reason could be
the use of masks
experienced this year
hence less exposure to
transmission.

Under 5 Year Olds
All Other Conditions
male
All Other Conditions
Female
Acute Respiratory
Conditions Male

18

49

Acute Respiratory
Conditions Female

2323

Diarrhoea Male

90

19

Diarrhoea Female
Skin Conditions Male

85

Skin Conditions Female
Eye Conditions Male
Eye Conditions Female

Top 5 Conditions in over 5 year olds
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Non-Specific
Specific Conditions
M147
Sexually Transmitted Infections
22
Acute Respiratory Infection
Infections
16
Skin Conditions
9
Diarrhoea
10

Comment
Similarly ARI was less than
last year’s total of 171
probably to the stringent
controls employed on the
onset of the Covid-19
pandemic. Non-specific
specific
conditions almost
doubled this year.

F175
86
21
8
5

TOP 5 CONDITIONS IN +5YEAR
OLDS
Diarrhoea
Skin
Acute
Conditions
Respiratory
Infections
Sexually
Transmitted
Infections
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Non-Specific
Non
Conditions

Antenatal Bookings

ANTENATAL BOOKINGS

 Total Booked
81
 Tested HIV Positive 4
 Already on ART
4

0%5% 5%

Comment

90%

HIV positive women were all
initiated on ART and their
viral load was collected. Of
HIV Positive
On ART
HIV Negative
Initiated on ART
those already on treatment
one had her partner not willing to get tested. All new bookings who
test negative are retested at 36/40 weeks and as they present in labour
at the hospital.
(ART = Anti Retroviral Treatment)
Well baby Clinic
 Total weighed
 Underweight

116
0

Comment
Micronutrient powders are given to all children from 6 months up to 4
years 11 months
onths to supplement their dietary intake of vitamins and
minerals. Parents are encouraged to bring their children for monthly
growth monitoring, however, this hasn’t been easy in the lockdown
period.
HIV Testing
esting and Counselling
 Total tested
 Positive

103
10

Comment
9 of these were initiated on ART while the other one had to have TB
investigation before initiation on ART. Self
Self- testing kits are also being
issued out.
Drug Availability
Most basic drugs are in stock save for adult cotrimoxazole which has
been
en in short supply for the past three months. All clients on
prophylactic cotrimoxazole have to buy from private pharmacies
which is a challenge to many.
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Comment
The clinic has remained open throughout the crisis and has since
catered for clients coming from far and wide.
Challenges
Payment of salaries is a perennial challenge for the clinic. The money
raised through the consultation fees is not enough for the payment of
staff. Some have to take their pay in installments which sometimes spill
over into two or three months. Procurement of PPEs remains a
challenge as prices are rising every time. Surgical masks are used only
once for the whole day to help economise instead of changing them
regularly as prescribed.
Appreciation
1) Father God for His mercy and grace.
2) Sponsors for financial and emotional support.
3) UNICEF for donation of drugs.
4) The Chinhoyi Provincial Hospital for staff development and
learning material.
5) Bakers Best for provision of bread.
6) Well-wishers for prayers and other supplies.
7) Session, Board and Congregation for consistent support.
Stanley Mudzingwa

“True terror is to wake up one morning and discover that
your high school class is running the country.”
Kurt Vonnegut
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Japan – an occasional series – Getting back to town
We left Hakodate on an apparently typical
day with rain driven by strong winds lashing
down on the town square, which,
unsurprisingly was deserted. Despite the
picture, the the newest bullet train doesn’t
go to Hakodate, instead it terminates at a
small station some 20 minutes train ride out
of town, interestingly (and arguably
misleadingly) called Shin-Hakodate-Hokuto Station
The bullet train runs in a tunnel
beneath the two main islands
(Honshu and Hokkaido). The tunnel
itself is over 33 miles long (54km), 14
miles of which is below the Tsugaru
Strait that separates the islands. It is
the longest tunnel passing under
water in the world, although the channel tunnel has the longest
section actually under water. It was
finished in 1988, having been formally
started in 1964. One of the features of
the trains that run through it is the
extremely long nose at the front. It is
much longer than any other bullet train
and is designed to minimise the shock
wave that the train generates in the
tunnel.
It’s roughly four hours back to Tokyo, a
distance of 680 odd kilometres (or 425
miles in old money). Glasgow to London
is roughly the same distance – and that takes 6 and a half hours, so it’s
fair to say you are fairly motoring in the bullet train.
Being inside the train feels like you are in any other train except for the
noise – there isn’t any. And it’s stable. It doesn’t seem to rock or sway
much at all – not like the Ealing to Paddington train I used to take daily,
which is probably all to the good as you don’t want to be rolling
around when touching speeds of 350km/hr (over 200 mph).
Lee
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I have a scheme
31 January 2016
I am here today my friends to tell you there is hope
As high as that mountain may seem
I must tell you
I have a dream
And my friends
There is a tunnel at the end of the light.
And beyond that tunnel I see a future
I see a time
When angry white men
Will sit down with angry black women
And talk about the weather,
Black employers will display notice-boards proclaiming,
‘Me nu care wea yu come from yu know
So long as yu can do a good day’s work, dat cool wid me.’
I see a time
When words like affirmative action
Will have sexual connotations
And black people all over this blessed country of ours
Will play golf,
Yes my friends that time is coming
And in that time
Afro-Caribbean and Asian youth
Will spend big money on English takeaways
And all police officers will be armed
With a dumplin,
I see a time
A time when the President of the United States of America will stand up
and say,
‘I inhaled
And it did kinda nice
So rewind and cum again.’
Immigration officers will just check that you are all right
And all black people will speak Welsh.
I may not get there my friends
But I have seen that time
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I see thousands of muscular black men on Hampstead Heath walking
their poodles
And hundreds of black female Formula 1 drivers
Racing around Birmingham in pursuit of a truly British way of life.
I have a dream
That one day from all the churches of this land we will hear the sound
of that great old
English spiritual,
Here we go, Here we go, Here we go.
One day all great songs will be made that way.
I am here today my friends to tell you
That the time is coming
When all people, regardless of colour or class,
will have at least one Barry Manilow record
And vending-machines throughout the continent of Europe
Will flow with sour sap and sugarcane juice,
For it is written in the great book of multiculturalism
That the curry will blend with the shepherd’s pie and the Afro hairstyle
will return.
Le me hear you say
Multiculture
Amen
Let me hear you say
Roti, Roti
A women.
The time is coming
I may not get there with you
But I have seen that time,
And as an Equal Opportunities poet
It pleases me
To give you this opportunity
To share my vision of hope
And I just hope you can cope
With a future as black as this.
Benjamin Zephaniah
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Collection Point
Rehema
The Rehema
Organization is a
community Based
Organisation in Kajulu
Village of Kisumu City
in Kenya in East Africa.
Kisumu is the 3rd largest city in Kenya after the Capital Nairobi and
Mombasa.
Rehema is a Swahili word for Mercy. The organisation has 3 main
branches namely:
 Rehema Family Church
 Rehema Children's Home
 Rehema schools
Other projects include youth and women empowerment programs.
This includes training, mentorship and income generating activities
programs e.g. the widows program run by Mama Mary.
Rehema was founded just over 20 years ago as a small project by
Bishop Ambros & Mama Mary Samo. Even though bishop Ambros has
now handed over much of the duties to other leaders, he still plays an
overseer role as the father of faith to Rehema people.
The leadership is currently shared between pastors leading church
groups such as Pastor James & Alice who are leading our branch in
Kisumu, Pastor Vincent in the Bandani slums, Pastor Nick of the Kajulu
branch, Pastor Tabitha of the
Kibos branch, Pastor Mark of the
Nyahera Branch, Mary Orende of
Seme and Roy Samo who leads
the organisation's development
programs like the Children's work
and Linnet who handles the
schools.
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The Rehema organisation has achieved positive results in both its
spiritual programmes developing large active church congregations, in
supporting children and young people schooling and training them
and, in where necessary, housing and feeding children. There are
numerous women’s groups that have trained and then supported
women into employment with a number of businesses being
established such as tailoring.
We welcome more support and partnerships for the organisation's
greater impact. There are various programmes that need urgent
support like the children's work that includes schooling &
accommodation. Those who want to volunteer in Africa are also
welcome during holidays or at any time in the year.
As well as Ealing Green Church notable partnerships in the UK include,
Lea Valley Church (led by Geoff & Bo Ace), London Network Church
led by Pastor Alex Afriyi and Mission Africa run by David & Eather
Tucker.
Please give generously to our chosen charity – they certainly need our
help at the moment.
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The Back page(s)

Back in the age of the dinosaurs, which most consider around 1964:
My family and I lived in a small town called China, Texas. We had a
huge rice farm/ranch operation with an average cattle count of
fifteen-hundred head. We also had our cow horses (around twenty)
and two Shetland
and ponies. I was, at the time, around eight years old.
My brother was eleven months younger than myself. In my family,
there were six kids, and at this time of year, in the dog days of summer,
us kids were not in school and pretty much had to make our own
adventures manifest.
Mom had a new baby, another girl, and now there were four of them,
with just the two boys, so the girls pretty much stayed in the house
playing with Barbie dolls that had broken knees, for I couldn’t figure out
how they worked. So,, to make a long story short, my brother and I
were pretty much exiled to the outside of the house to keep the
peace. Besides, mom breastfed, and we certainly didn’t want to see
that; it was better this way because we got to play with our many
dogs, and we
e killed water moccasins, which were in abundance
because of the small rice field we had by the house. So my brother
and I were guards of the ole homestead, terrors incarnate in the
bodies of two rambunctious small boys. In other words, we were
normal, mischievously
schievously under
under-supervised
supervised little boys doing what we
considered fun.
My stepfather worked the big fields, and we had some chores that
took place mainly if we were being watched closely, or if it had to do
with our horses. We liked our horses.
We liked going
oing out into the next pasture. Our house was surrounded on
three sides with pastures, and rice fields.
The horses, or most of them, liked it when we went there. A couple of
them always got special treatment. Blaze was my regular riding horse.
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A standard quarter horse mare with a white face and white socks, roan
in colour, a lustrous red, she knew that when she saw me, she was in for
a good curry-combin’ and brushing, along with the sugar cubes we
gave those horses that would come to us.
Most were on to us. We went in the pasture with an empty bucket
making them think we had sweet oats for them. When they got fooled
a few times, only the sugar-addicted horses would stay for their
rewards of sugar cubes, and yes, sweet oats, for my brother and I liked
playing tricks on the horses. We only wanted to curry-comb the horses
that liked us. Of course, we made sure the water trough was filled.
Playing with water in the hot summer days was fine with us, and when
we got wet, who cared? That was our job.
Now the bigger horses were fun to mess with, but it was rare that we
could saddle or ride one of the cow ponies without the help of our
stepfather. Even though we rode them a lot, they weren’t kid horses,
and when the saddles came out, it was work time for them, and they
knew this. We did ride bareback at times, but this story isn’t about that.
We had two Shetland ponies, which this story is about, for they were
the kid horses. They were for the girls, but we rode them more than
anyone.
SugarBee was one of the most genial of creatures, and very tolerant of
us. We liked her, she never tried to bite us. She liked sugar cubes, and
to be combed as well as saddled and rode.
I don’t know where she came from, but she was such a sweetheart
that even with two miscreants around her, her disposition rubbed off
on us, and we always gave her special attention.
Frisky, though, was another matter. Frisky was an uncastrated cattle
stud with a painted hide. He could have almost been an Indian Pony
had his legs been longer. What he didn’t have in height, he had in
malignity.
He would bite, he would kick, and step on feet with sharp little hooves
as well as buck you off. . . if you could get on him that is. He was won
by our neighbour during a raffle at a Catholic church fundraiser. When
our neighbour came over to our place and just gave this critter to us to
be rid of it, we knew that there had to be a good reason. I had to earhustle his conversation with my stepfather. The neighbour was
explaining how mean this pony was. He was also telling him that this
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horse didn’t like the sulky wagon, which basically is a seat with two
wheels in it. You see harness racing with these wagons.
It seems Frisky waited for our neighbour to hook up this wagon, then,
after he got in, the pony went into “stupid-gear” when the reins were
snapped over his back. Frisky went to kicking, and bucking as well as
snapping like a mad Chihuahua, then kicking the buggy until the
neighbour fell off. The pony then kicked the light-weight wagon over
his head, then backed out of the harness. He ran down old Highway
90, causing a cussing, winded foot race with the neighbour. Frisky now
became ours, and with rascally glee I ran to tell my brother the good
news.
Time would go on, and the summer dragged on. We had got Frisky in
the spring, and got him used to us. I even rode him bareback and was
bit a couple of times, as well as had my toe stepped on, but he would
come to us readily enough. We kept these horses in the small field with
the horse barn that had hundreds of mesquite and Chinaberry trees—
which by the way, is where China, Texas gets its name.
One morning before it got too hot, my brother and I, like each day
during the summer, were off and running full tilt into our shenanigans.
Being met at our front door by our mismatched pack of dogs
(somewhere around fifteen of them) we headed off to the horse field.
Dogs were running all around, chasing rabbits, and finding snakes and
killing them. My brother and I were just accepted members of the
pack.
We went into the horse pasture, grabbed the bucket, and were able
to get SugarBee to us, then Blaze, but the others weren’t falling for
these two human pups’ tricks. It made us no difference, because we
were just out and about trying to stay away from the stupid girls that
always wanted to dress us up in dresses. No sir, we was off and running
because both my brother and I knew to get caught by that female
horde might mean my other ear was getting a needle driven through
it. It was safer out with the snakes, nutria rats, gators, horses, and such.
When we had finished messing with SugarBee and Blaze, we saw Frisky
wandering slowly toward us. I had a couple of sugar cubes left, so
when he got to us we were able to comb him, which he liked, and he
smelled the sweet oak bucket, but we hadn’t gotten that far yet.
Now horses aren’t known for their proper etiquette, so while we were
treating this mean little fart with kindness, he of all things decided to
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pee on us. He just flowed the ole whiz-wand out and peed like a
racehorse on us, causing it to splash all over both my and my brother’s
feet and legs.
“Oh no you didn’t!”
Yes he did, and now my brother and I backed away from the flash
flood this guy caused.
Oh yeah, the horns came out on both my brother’s and my head. In
fields like this what we called crawdad holes were everywhere. Small
towers of hard mud-balls that crayfish have erected were everywhere,
and ready ammo for two pissed off, and pissed on, boys.
We, of course, started throwing these things at the pony. I know it was
wrong, but being seven and eight years old in 1964, we didn’t care, for
retribution was at hand.
The pony must have held all that water through the night just for us. He
continued on while we threw small clods of mud at him surely aiming
for the offending member.
What we didn’t see was that menacing look and evil, what looked like
a smile I later remember seeing; which, come to think of it, looked
more like a snarl.
With his ears laying back now, as we got closer to throw these mud
clods, that little fart’s back feet started flying up. He kicked me in the
arm, throwing me to the ground.
My brother was close to a barbed-wire fence, and he got kicked over
and over as he went under the fence. I jumped up, and found an old
rotten stick, then whacked him, breaking the stick. He then started
chasing me with blood in his eyes, kicking and snapping at my butt
with those sharp horse teeth while I tried to find a faster gear to get in.
My brother chased after the horse, or Shetland pony, which is what he
was. He grabbed the tail, getting another kick in the leg, while the
horse spun around, I yelled for my brother to climb a Chinaberry tree
that was close by. I also headed for our ethereal heaven.
This heathenish fiend saw both my brother and I was out of reach now,
so he started cropping grass under the tree. My brother and I could just
look at each other and laugh.
Oh no, it wasn’t over though. Each time the horse edged away, we
would try to sneak down the tree, and Frisky would lay his ears back,
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then start bucking, and running back and forth under the tree, thus
keeping us stranded up that Chinaberry tree for at least two hours, until
he finally wandered away. We got down and ran out of the pasture. I
wanted to get even with him for doing that to us, but he had got our
attention.
We never threw dirt clods at him again, and we seemed to have some
deep-rooted respect for each other. I would ride him, and he would
bite me, or step on my foot, and I’d push him off, limp a little, then get
on. I kept a small switch handy.
We would leave a year or so later because Mom was looking for
another life. She took us with her, but I’ll never forget when that wild
pony ruled the day.
—
Timothy Bazrowx grew up in China, Texas, and his writing about life in
prison and out was published by The Marshall Project, Prisons
Foundation, and Uncaptive Voices. In April 2020, he died due to
complications from COVID-19.

“In the past 10,000 years, humans have devised roughly
100,000 religions based on roughly 2,500 gods. So the only
difference between myself and the believers is that I am
sceptical of 2,500 gods whereas they are sceptical of 2,499
gods. We’re only one God away from total agreement.”
Michael Shermer
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